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The main theorem established here gives a necessary and sufficient con- 
dition for certain subelliptic estimates that occur in Spencer’s Neumann 
problem for elliptic complexes; namely, the Neumann problem for the 
first-order complex {E; D} is r-subelliptic at Ei if and only if whenever 
u EL, and Di+k EL, , then u = Die + h for some v and h in the Sobolev 
space Zr . Actually, the theorem is proved for complexes of any order, and 
it is given in a form which is local on the cotangent bundle along the boundary. 
(See Section 4 for a precise statement.) The latter is important for some of the 
applications we have in mind. 
An important application of the theorem is to show that the subellipticity 
of the Neumann problem is not affected when one normalizes a first-order 
complex according to a procedure given by Guillemin. It follows that one can 
check subellipticity for a large class of complexes by treating a class 
of relatively simple ones (namely, the PoincarC complexes). In the case of 
&subellipticity, Guillemin and Rockland [l, 21 have obtained sufficient 
conditions in this way, only using certain test estimates of Harmander in 
place of our theorem to establish the invariance of subellipticity under the 
normalization procedure. The use of our theorem here seems to provide a 
more direct derivation of the Guillemin-Rockland results, and in addition, 
provides a way of treating subellipticity with a loss of more than one-half 
derivative. 
A second consequence of the theorem is that the Neumann problem for a 
first-order complex (Ei; Di} is subelliptic if and only if an appropriate direct 
summand of the associated boundary complex [3, 41 {Ebi; DbZ} is subelliptic. 
This is worthwhile to know because the estimates for {Ebi; Dbi} do not involve 
boundary terms and are often easier to treat. A much weaker result of this 
kind was given in [4]. 
In Sections 1 through 3 below we describe the type of subelliptic estimate 
to be considered and the decomposition results of Guillemin and Rockland. 
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Section 4 contains the main theorem, and Section 5 is devoted to a proof of the 
sufficiency of the condition. The proof of necessity is contained in Sections 6 
through 9. Section 10 contains the application to boundary complexes. 
1. THE BASIC ESTIMATE 
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary, and for each 
integer i > 0 let E” be a Hermitian vector bundle over M. We consider a 
complex 
C”(M, E”) Do + C”(M, E’) ---@+ Cm(M, E2) Da + ..I (1) 
of differential operators of order m, and we assume that this complex is elliptic; 
in other words, the associated complex of symbol maps 
is exact for all nonzero real cotangent vectors [. 
Using the Riemannian structure on M and the Hermitian structures on the 
Ei’s, we define an L, inner product (., .) on the spaces P(M, Ei) and also an 
inner product a(*, *) on C*(aikl, Ed). We write Die for the L, adjoint of Di. 
The usual formulas for integration by parts yield, for each ;, a matrix r2 = 
(@,) of differential operators Q& : P(aM, Ei+l) + P(aM, Ei) such that 
(Dk, v) = (u, Di’v> + 2 a(a;-‘u, 6J!,$f’v) 
j&=1 
(3) 
for all u and v, where a, is the interior normal derivative. 
Our main concern here will be with the subelliptic estimate 
II u Ilm+r-I G c //I D”*u II + II Di+b II + II u IL 
for u E P(M, Ei+l). Here Y is a fixed real number, 0 < Y < 1, while I/ . lJm+,.-r 
and 11 *Ilm-l are Sobolev norms over M, and all . llm--i+1,2 is the Sobolev norm 
over aiw 
Our interest in the estimate (4) is due to its importance in the existence 
theory for the over-determined system 
Dy=g. (5) 
When (4) holds for all u, then, following a procedure given by Spencer, 
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(see [5-7]),one can solve a certain boundary value problem (viz., the Neumann 
problem) for the elliptic operator DiDi* + Di+l*Di+l, obtain a generalized 
Hodge decomposition, and prove that (5) has a solution f E P(M, I?) 
whenever g E C”(M, Ei+l) satisfies the compatibility condition Di+lg = 0 
and, in addition, is orthogonal to a certain finite-dimensional subspace H of 
P(M, @+l). In some cases (see [8]) it turns out that H = 0 whenever M is 
a sufficiently small ball in some coordinate system, and hence (5) can always 
be solved locally when Di+lg = 0. 
This procedure, whereby the estimate (4) is used to obtain existence 
theorems for Eq. (5), was first carried out in the case of the de Rham complex: 
-** --t P(M, AiT*) 2 Cm(M, Ai+lT*) 5 p(M, Ai+zT*) + . . . 
Here d is exterior differentiation, m = I, and by direct computation one 
verifies that the estimate (4) holds with Y = 1 for any M. More generally, 
one knows (see [9]) that (4) holds with Y = 1 whenever (1) has no complex 
characteristics; i.e., whenever the symbol sequence (2) is exact for all 5 # 0 
in the complexified cotangent bundle. 
Another case where the estimate (4) can be verified by direct computation 
is when (1) is the Dolbeault complex 
. . . + Cm(M, p-lfj*) L Cm(M, AifT*) -fi C"(M, Ai+lif*) + .a- (6) 
over a complex manifold M. Here H is the bundle of holomorphic tangent 
vectors, and in a holomorphic coordinate (zi , za ,..., z,), the operator 2 
is given by 
2f = f dz,A(af/&,). VI 
J=l 
In this case one knows that (4) holds with Y = 4 whenever i > 0 and M 
is strongly pseudoconvex. In case M has complex dimension 2, Kohn has 
recently given weaker conditions which imply (4) with Y = 2-” for some 
integer m (see [IO]). 
2. LOCALIZING THE BASIC ESTIMATE 
Recent work of Guillemin and Rockland [l, 2, 11, and 121 shows that if 
one works locally over the cotangent bundle (i.e., “micro-locally”), then 
complexes like (1) often can be reduced to a direct sum of complexes similar 
to the two special examples considered in Section 1. Our purpose in this 
section is to describe how one localizes the estimate (4); in the next section we 
shall describe the Guillemin decomposition in detail. 
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First note that the estimate (4) is localizable on M; that is, in order to 
prove (4) for all u it suffices to show that each x,, E M has a neighborhood 
U such that (4) h o Id s when supp u C U. (The argument here uses a partition 
of unity in a rather standard way). Now when x,, is in the interior of M, then 
by ellipticity (4) holds with r = 1 for all u with support near x,, . The only 
difficulty is when x0 is on the boundary aM; since we can work locally, it 
suffices to consider the case M = w+n and x,, = 0, and our task is to prove 
the estimate 
II u Ilm+r--l < c 111 Di*u II + II Di+‘u II + II u IL-l + c 11 c Q%ca?u 11 
3 k m-4+1/2 
1 
for all u with support near 0. 
(4) 
We now describe how one localizes (4) in the cotangent space 
T,*(P-l x (0)). 
Let (a’ be a nonzero cotangent vector at x = 0 which is tangent to the 
boundary. We shall say that (4) holds at [a if there exists a tangential pseudo- 
differential operator q(x, 0’) of order 0 
(where D’ = 1/(-l)1’2(a/ax, ,..., a/ax,-,)) 
such that 
I/ u lIm+r--l < c [II @*u II + II Di+‘u II + II ~4 Ilm-1 
+ c ‘11 ; @kak-l” /lm-j+l,2 + I/ !h D~,,Iim/ @) 
j 
holds for all u, and such that the symbol q(x, p) is of order --I on a conic 
neighborhood of &,‘. A simple argument using a partition of unity in the 
variables (x, 5’) shows that if (4) holds at each &,’ E T,,*(R+r x {0}) of unit 
length, then (4) holds for all u with support near x = 0. Moreover, unless 
there is a complex number h such that Im X > 0 and such that .$,’ + h dx* 
is characteristic for (l), then it is not difficult to verify that (8) holds with 
r = 1 (see [9, Theorem 41). Thus, in order to prove (4) it remains to prove 
(4) only at those & for which &,’ + X dxn is characteristic for some h with 
ImX>O. 
3. GUILLEMIN'S DECOMPOSITION OF DIFFERENTIAL COMPLEXES 
We are now ready to describe the decomposition theorem of Guillemin and 
Rockland. In doing so we shall be somewhat vague about the hypotheses, 
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and we shall include only those conclusions that are relevant to our purposes. 
We refer the reader to [l] or [l l] for the precise statement of these results in 
their full generality. 
We must first impose some formal restrictions on the complex at hand. 
Namely, we assume that (1) is the Spencer complex of an elliptic operator 
over z+n. This means that (1) is a first-order elliptic complex 
0 -+ cyR+y EO) -@+ cyR+y El) A ..f o”_l, C=(l?+n, 23”) -+ 0 (9) 
of length n which is “formally exact.” We also assume that the degree of the 
characteristic variety 
T& = {f E T*(R+n @I C) 1 [ # 0, (2) is not exact at 4) 
is independent of X. Now let 5,’ be a cotangent vector at x = 0 which lies 
along the boundary of i?+n, and let A, , . . . . A, be those complex numbers for 
which 5,’ + Aj dx, is characteristic. We now impose some restrictions which 
imply that the symbol sequence (2) degenerates in a rather regular way at the 
characteristics to’ + hj dx, . Namely, we assume that 
dim(ker a,(DO)) > dim(ker a,,(DO)) 
whenever to is one of the to’ + hj dx, and when 5 E T*(R+“) @ C is suffi- 
ciently close to 5, . We also assume that each to’ + hi dx, is a simple charac- 
teristic and that the direction dx, is not tangent to the variety ^ ti at any of the 
40’ + hj dxs . 
Under the assumptions just made there exist invertible elliptic tangential 
pseudodifferential operators 
N = s(x, 0’): cya+y Ei) --+ C=(R+n, E”), O<i<?Z, 
of order 0 such that the conjugated operators N DiN-l are equivalent to the 
direct sums of simpler operators. More precisely, there exist subbundles 
Eki. 0 < k < k, of Ei, for each i, and operators 
D,? Cm(R+n, I?;) -+ Cm(z+n, E;+‘), O<k,<K, 
with the following properties: 
(a) We have Ei = Ei @ Eli @ ... @ EKi for each i; 
(b) the operator N DiN-l - (Doa + ... + DKz) is of the form 
4x, D’) D, + B(x, D’), (10) 
where D, = -( -l)liz a/ax, and where (Y(x, D’) and /3(x, D’) are tangential 
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pseudodifferential operators having orders - 1 and 0 on a conic neighborhood 
of to’; 
(c) each operator Da” is of the form a(x, D’) D, + b(x, D’), where 
a(x, 0’) and b(x, 0’) are tangential pseudodifferential operators of order 0 
and 1, and for every X E C with Im X > 0 the mappings 
u(&) = 4x7 &,‘) h + &x, to’) 
form an exact sequence 0 -+ Ea” --f Eol + ... + Eon + 0; 
(d) for K > 0 the operators Dki, 0 < i < n, form a PoincarC complex 
at to’ based on Q operators, 
P,’ = a,+, D’), 
P,2 = a,+, D’), 
P,Q = D, + ukn(x, D’). 
Here each a,j(s, D’) is a scalar tangential pseudodifferential operator of 
order 1, and 4 is the codimension of the characteristic variety. Also there is 
a vector space Vwith basis {X1 ,..., X,) such that Eki is the product bundle 
i?+ll x AiV, and 
D,% = 1 x, A PkjV, O<i<tZ. (11) 
Furthermore, each of the compositions D, ‘+lDLi is a tangential pseudodiffer- 
ential operator of order 0 on a conic neighborhood of 5,‘. 
In brief, what has happened is this: Upon conjugating by the operator N, 
the original complex decomposes, modulo lower order terms over a conic 
neighborhood of too’, into the direct sum of several “almost complexes”: 
0 
0 + qR+n, E,“) 2% C=(I?+n, E,l) 4’ - --f Cm(iT+n, Ek2) -+ ..a (1% 
When k = 0 the sequence of operators need not have Di”D, = 0, but the 
top symbols of these operators compose to 0, and there are no characteristics 
of the form to’ + X dx, with Im X > 0. It follows [9, Theorem 41 that (12), 
satisfies the estimate (8) with T = 1 at to’. When k > 0, (12)k is a Poincare 
complex and is quite similar in form to the Dolbeault complex (compare (7) 
and (11)). In fact, the standard arguments show that (12)k satisfies (8) with 
r = 1 unless u~~(x~, to’) = ... = ui-‘(xo, to’) = 0 and Im u~~(x~, to’) < 0; 
moreover, when these last conditions are met, (12), satisfies (8) with r = 4 
if and only if the matrix of Poisson brackets 
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has at least i + 1 positive or at least q - i negative eigenvalues. (For more 
details here, see Section 9.) 
In the case r = 4 one now has, for each k, a necessary and sufficient con- 
dition in order that (8) hold for (12)1, . Putting these together, one obtains a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the complex built from the operators 
Doi + D,i + . . . + DKi, and hence, since the estimate (8) is insensitive to 
lower order terms, a necessary and sufficient condition in order that (8) hold 
for the complex {E; N DiW1}. The remaining step here is to show that (8) 
holds for (Ei; N DiN-l} if and only if it holds for the original complex 
{Ei; Di}; once this is established one has a necessary and sufficient condition 
for &subellipticity which is applicable to any complex satisfying the 
hypotheses mentioned above. The theorem given in the next section will 
show that conjugation with N does not affect subellipticity, thus completing 
the argument. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we give a necessary and sufficient condition in order that the 
subelliptic estimate 
hold at some &’ E T,*(Rn-l x {O}. 
Let w be a conic neighborhood of &,’ in the pullback of T*(R+r) over 
R+n; thus, in the usual coordinates, w may be interpreted as a neighborhood of 
(0, 5,‘) in R+n x P-l, and whenever (x, 5’) E w and t > 0, then (x, tp) is 
also w. If u is a distribution on the open upper half plane R+“, we shall write 
u E qpsp) on w if 
u = (v + w)I R+n, 
where v is a tempered distribution on Rn with 
II v Il:v,o) = (27y j I qt)12(1 + I I I”)“(1 + I E’ I”)” dE < 003 (14) 
and w is a distribution on Rn whose wave-front set WF(w) does not intersect 
the set 
*w = {x, E)I 5 = (a’, 5,), (x, 7’) E w, t > 0, 5, E RI. 
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Our theorem is as follows: 
THEOREM 1. The estimate (8) holds at &,’ ;f and only if there exist conic 
neighborhoods 6 C w of .$,I such that the following condition holds: 
(G) Whenever u E s+?&,+~) on w and Di+lu E X(,,,,) on w, then 
u = D,% + h, (15) 
where v E S&m,r--2) on B and h E X(m,r--l) on 6. 
An important thing to notice here is that the condition (G) is independent 
of the choice of Hermitian inner products on the P’s, while this is not 
obviously true for the estimate (8). In fact, in the statement of (G), the 
Hermitian inner products are used only in the definition of the various 
Zt,,,)‘s that occur, while in (8) the Hermitian inner products define the 
notion of adjoint as well as the norms. A change in the Hermitian structures 
only replaces each norm 11 . 11(11,9) by an equivalent one and the spaces X&,,) 
remain the same; thus (G) is not affected by such a change. The change in the 
definition of adjoint, which occurs when the inner products are changed, is 
much more serious because it affects the operators Di* and Di+l on the right 
side of (8) in a different way. To be specific, let (., -), be the original inner 
product along the fibers of E i+l, and let (., .)z be a new inner product. Then 
(21, 4 = vu, Jw, 
for some bundle map P: E i+1 + Ei+l, and if Di’ and Di” denote the adjoints 
of Di in the old and new inner products, then Dir = Di*(P*P). It follows 
that when one uses the new inner product, the estimate (8) becomes 
II u Iltm,r-1) d c II Df*(f’*Wl + II D’+‘u II + II 4(x, D’)u IL I 
which is not obviously equivalent to (8). Actually, by replacing u by 
(P * P)-li2u, etc., we see that (8)# is equivalent to 
II u l!(nL,r-l) < c II Di*(f’*P)1’2u /I + II Di+1(P*P)-1’2~ II + II 4(x, 0’)~ Ilm I 
which is (8) defined with the original inner products and the conjugate 
complex : 
(P*P)l12D’ D’+‘(P*P)-‘/2 
. . . +Ei ,Ei+2, . . . ,Ei+l 
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The application of the theorem given in the previous section was to show 
that (8) is invariant under conjugation by tangential pseudodifferential 
operators of order 0, or, equivalently, under pseudodifferential change of 
inner product. In fact, since the operators N and N-1 in the previous section 
preserve the property of being in X&J near &,‘, it is clear that (G) is invariant 
under such change. It follows from the theorem that (8) is also invariant under 
this kind of conjugation. 
In order to use the theorem in this context, we must give a proof which is 
valid for objects more general than differential complexes. Namely, we use 
the following assumptions. 
(A) We assume that each operator Di: Cm(R+fl, Ei) + Cm(R+n, Ei+l) 
has the form 
Di = f ~)i(x,D')D,j, 
j=O 
where uji(x, D') is a tangential pseudodifferential operator of order m - j; 
(B) We assume that each of the compositions Di+l Di has the form 
Di+'Di = E b(x,D')D,j, 
where b3.(x, 0’) is a tangential pseudodifferential operator of order 2m -i - 2 
over a conic neighborhood of too’; 
(C) We assume that the complex of symbol mappings 
is exact for (x, E’) in a conic neighborhood of (0, to’). 
With these assumptions we shall begin the proof of the theorem in the next 
section. 
5. THE SUFFICIENCY OF (G) 
Keeping the notation and assumptions of the previous section, we shall 
prove here that (G) implies the estimate (8). Condition (G) will first have to 
be globalized somewhat, and we shall need the global spaces z?&) corre- 
sponding to the norm (14). Namely, we shall write Y&,J for the Hilbert 
space X&J(R+~), which is defined (see [13, Section 2.51) as the quotient of 
&&J(P) by the subspace of those u E &&,,(R”) having support in the 
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half-space X, < 0. Of course, when p = 0, then X&J is the usual Sobolev 
space ZY over JQn, and when p = q = 0, then Z&,J is L, = L2(a+n). 
We shall also need cut-off functions +(x) and #(p) of the following kind: 
+ will be in C,%(R”), I/ will be in Cm(Rn-l), and +(r) will be positively 
homogeneous of order 0 for / 6’ / > 1. Moreover, for some conic neighbor- 
hood w of (0, &,‘) we will require 4(x) #([‘) = 1 for (x, 6’) E w with / E’ / > 1, 
and 4(x) #(t’) will vanish outside a slightly larger conic neighborhood. Such 
cut-off functions will be used, for example, to define tangential pseudo- 
differential operators like 
A = K4 VW’) de+ (16) 
If P = p(.z, D’) is a properly supported tangential pseudodifferential 
operator of order s on a+n, then for every pair ( p, q) of real numbers P maps 
the compactly supported elements of X&J into X(s,a-s) . In order to obtain 
a microlocal version of this statement we shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let P = p(x, D’) be a properly supported tangential pseudo- 
differential operator which has order - 00 outside a closed cone r C aen x Rn-l. 
Thm 
WF(Pu) C WF(u) n *P 
for every distribution u on Rn, where *r = ((x, 6) j (x, e’) E I’}. 
Proof. The lemma is a special case of [19, Theorem 2.5151, but for the 
sake of completeness we sketch the proof anyway. 
Let (x,, , r],) $ WF(u) n *P; then we must show there exists 4 E Com(Rn), 
which is 1 in a neighborhood of x0 , such that (+Pu)*(T) is rapidly decreasing 
in a neighborhood of T,, . We shall supress the function 4 and assume instead 
that p(x, E) vanishes when x is outside a small neighborhood of x,, ; since P 
is properly supported, we may also assume that u has compact support. 
For 77 near r],, we now have 
(WW = j- PC, - t, 5’) W dt, 
where the tilde denotes Fourier transform in the x variables. We let w be a 
conic neighborhood of WF (u) and w’ a conic neighborhood of Pin R” x R*-I; 
then 
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The first integral, where t E w, can be majorized by 
CN j (1 + 17 - E I)Y(l + I E’ I)“(1 + I 5 I)-““a 
d (1 + I1] I)YCN j (1 + I 4 I)“(1 + I5 I)‘“‘-‘NG 
< cN’(l + 17 fN, 
where s is the order of P and N is any large integer. In the second integral the 
integrand is bounded by 
CN(1 + Iv - 6 I>-“(1 + I t’ I)-” I WI, 
which in turn can be bounded by C,(l + [ 7 I)-“(1 + j [ I)-” I li(S)l, once 
we notice that the inequalities 
hold for the values of e and 77 at hand when the neighborhoods are taken 
small enough. The third integral can be estimated in the same manner, and 
we conclude that (x,, , y,,) # WF(Pu), as required. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let P = p(x, D’) b e a properly supported tangential 
pseudodifferential operator of order s on R+n, and let w be an open conic set in 
.i? n. x Rn-l. Then + 
(1) if u is in I&,J on w, the-n Pu is in &&,p--s) on w; 
(2) if, in addition, P has order ----CO outside w, then Pu belongs to sF$‘,~-~, . 
Proof. If u is in S(e,p) on w, then u = (u’ + u”)/ R+a, where u’ is in 
%&,,,)(R”) and has compact support, and WF(u) does not meet *w. Now 
Pu = (Pu’ + Pu”)/ R+“, and we know that Pu’ E J&&R~). Moreover, 
from the lemma we know that WF(Pu”) C WF(u”), and hence, WF(Pu”) n *w 
is empty; thus, Pu is in &&,a+~ on W, and (1) is proved. If P is of order 
--00 outside w, then we know that WF(Pu”) C WF(u”) n *W # 0 so that 
Pu” is Cm, and the proof of (2) is complete. 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume (G). Then there exist cut-off fundnzs 4 and #, 
dejking an operator A as in (16), such that whenever u E &&I) and Dt+k EL, , 
then 
u = D% + h, (17) 
where v E %&,,.--2) , h E 4m,-1) , and Ah E fi,,,-l) . 
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Proof. If u E %(,,,-r) and Di+4 EL, , then (G) yields 
u = DW + h’, 
where v‘ E 2&,,,r--2) on ij and h’ E S(m,r-1) on & We may choose cut-off 
functions i(x) and $([‘) of the kind described above such that 
and we let A denote the operator &x) I&D’) J(x). Then by Proposition 1 we 
know that v = L&J’ belongs to &&,L,r--2) , as required, as (17) holds with 
h = h’ + Di[(l - -4) v’]. T o complete the proof we now show that h and 
Ah belong to the proper spaces when A is defined by (16) with cut-off 
functions C(x) and I/(.$‘) satisfying supp 6(x) $([‘) C {(x, [‘)I d(x) #(e’) = l}. 
First note that D% = Di(/k’) = A(D%‘) + [Di, a] v’. But by (1) in 
Proposition 1 we know that &Db’) = /!‘u - &z’ belongs to X~,,-r) , and 
by (2) in Proposition 1 we know that [Di, A”] v’ belongs to 9~~,~-r) which is 
contained in Zcrn,-i) . It follows that Div is in X&i) , and hence, so is 
h = u - Div. 
Now note that 
Ah = Ah’ + A Di(l - A) v’ = Ah’ + [A, D”](l - A) v’ + DZ(A(l - a),‘). 
By (1) of Proposition 1 we have that 
Ah’ E 3E4w-1) 9 and [A, W(l - A) v’ E %m,r--l) 
by part (2) of that proposition. Since A(1 - A) has order -co, it follows 
that Di(A(l - 2) v’) is in Ztm,-m~ , and we can conclude that Ah is in 
X&,-r) . The proof is now complete. 
The following proposition states that Proposition 2 holds also in a normed 
sense. 
PROPOSITION 3. There exists a constant c such that the v and h of Proposition 
2 can always be chosen so as to satisfy: 
II v lhzw-2) + II h Il(m,-1) + II Ah Ihr-1) < 4ll ~+lu II + II u lh-1)). (18) 
Proof. Consider X = {h I h ~%&,+r) and Ah E %&-r~} as a Hilbert 
space with the inner product (u, v) = (u, v)(,,-,) + (Au, Av)(,,,-,) , 
and consider the unbounded operator 
&m.r--2) 0 St- - J%n-1) OL, , 
(v, h) + (Div + h, Di+l(Db + h)). 
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The domain here consists of all (w, h) such that Div ~%~,,+.r) and 
Difl(Db + h) EL, , and by Proposition 2 the range consists of all pairs 
(u, Di+lu) which belong to .G&+,) @L, . We are thus dealing with a closed 
operator between Hilbert spaces which has closed range, and hence, a bounded 
right-side inverse exists. This proves the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. Assume (G). Then there exists a constant c such that 
II Au Il(m,r-1) < c II @*u II + II Di+‘zi II + II u Iltm.-1) I 
holds for all u E COCO(i?+II). 
Proof. Let R = &(x)(1 + I D’ j2)r/2A, where 6 E C,,=(Rn) is 1 on 
the support of the function q5 which occurs in the definition of A. Then 
II Au Il(m.r-l) < c{ll Ru Il(m,-l) + II u /Itm,-l)), and hence, it will suffice to 
prove 
II Ru Ihw) G (ok), 
where (ok) denotes the right side of (19). But from Assumption (C) we obtain 
the estimate 
II Ru /Itm.-1) < c{ll Di*WI(,,-,) + II D”+‘(Wll(,,-1) + II Ru lkm,-2) 
+ II Ru lhm-d 
< (4 + c II Ru Ih.m-1) > 
and thus, it will suffice to prove 
II Ru Ilkn-1) B W2 + (04 It Ru Iltm,-1) . (20) 
Let u E C,,(R”); then by Proposition 3 we have u = Div’ + h’, where 
II w’ Ihzm,r-2) + II h’ Ikm-I) + II Ah’ Il~m.c-~) 
< 4 D’+4 II + II u ll(m,-1)) S (4. (21) 
Now 
II Ru ll&m-1) = @u, NW + Rh’hm-,) = <Rut DiR%o.m-~) 
+ @u, [R W’ + Rh’>(om,, . 
Since the last inner product is bounded by a constant times 
II Ru hm-Al 0’ Ilcm.m+r-2) + II Ah’ Iltmr-1) + II h’ Ikm.-1)) G II Ru Ihm-do% 
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and it now suffices to prove that 
I<% ~iR~‘h,,-,)I -=c IIRu IIt,.-,,W + (ok)*. (22) 
To begin the proof of (22) we note that [R, D] V’ is in J&,-~) and that 
Rh' E Z&.1~ by Proposition 1. It follows that DiRv' = [R, Di] v' + R(u - h') 
is in .X&,+11 , and since Di+l(DiRv') belongs to L, by Proposition 1 and 
Assumption (B), we may apply Proposition 3 to the distribution DiRv' to 
obtain 
DiRv' = Div + h, (23) 
where 
II v hzm,r-2) + II Ah Ihw-1) + II h lIcm,-1) G 4 Di+lDiRv’ II + II DiRv’ lkm.-4. 
(24) 
Our intention is to substitute (23) into the expression (Ru, DiRv')(,,,-,) 
in order to obtain (22), thus completing the proof of the proposition. First, 
however, we must improve (24) by showing that the right side of (24) is 
boundedby + I] Ru Il(,,+r) .Infact, (I DiflDiRv'lj <c/I v'IJ(~~,~-~) <(ok) 
by Assumption (B) and (21), while 
II DZRv’ llcm.-1) < IIP, RI 0’ llcm.-1) + II R(u - h’)lh,-1) 
G 4 0’ ll~ew--2) + II Ru lkm,-1) + II Rh’ Ikm.-1)) 
G c II Ru Ikm.-1) + (4. 
Thus (24) may be replaced by 
II ~1 ll(zn,r-2) + II Ah lkm.r-1) + II h Ihn,-I) d (4 + c II Ru Ih-1) (25) 
We now write L = (1 + I D' 12)+1 so that 
(Ru, DiRv')~,,,-,) = (Ru,LD"Rv') = (Ru,L(Div + h)) 
(u,DiLRv) +(u,LRh)-(u,(DiLR -R*LDi)v)-+i,(LR -R*L)h). 
It is easy to see that the last two terms in this expression are bounded by 
II u hm.-dll v lk2m.7-2) + II h Ikm.7-2)) G (04~ + (0411 Ru Ikm.-1) , 
and thus, we have 
< Ku, D*LJWI + I<u,LWI + (04~ + (@I Ru Il(m,-1) . (26) 
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Using formula (3) for integration by parts, we compute the first term on the 
right of (26) to be 
G (oW2 + (4 II Ru Ikm.-1) + II v Il~m,m+~-2d4 
G W2 + (4 II Ru Ihn.-I) . 
Since the second term on the right of (26) is bounded by 
II u lltm.-1,llLRh Iho,l-nz) > 
W)ll Rh Ihm-1) d Wll Ah llto.m+~ 
(oY2 + Wll Ru Ihm.-1) ; 
we now (22), and the proof of the position is complete. 
6. THE NECESSITY OF (G): AN OUTLINE 
The proof of the necessity of (G) will be fairly long, occupying four 
sections; we begin with an outline of what will follow. Mainly for convenience 
we assume in this section that m = 1. Thus each Di has the form Di = 
a,i(x, D')D, + a;(~, D'), and the estimate (8), which we assume, becomes 
II~ll~~,r-~) ~~c(lIDi*4 SIID j+lu II + I/ 4(x, 0’) u 111 + ?I ali(x, D’)*u 111/J. (8)’ 
In order to derive (G) from (8)‘, we shall adapt the Neumann problem 
[5, 41 to operators (F; Di} which form a complex only microlocally. We first 
recall the global theory as given, for example, in [4, 5, 7, 141. 
Instead of (A), (B), and (C), assume that {E”; Di} is an elliptic complex of 
differential operators on a neighborhood G of the origin. Thus a,i(x, D') = 
ali and u,,~(x, D') is a first-order differential operator. Let Q be a compact 
domain in G n w+m whose boundary coincides with the plane x, = 0 in a 
neighborhood of the origin. Instead of the estimate (8)‘, assume that the 
estimate 
II ZJ IL < 41 Di*u II + II Di+lu II + II u II + a/l ~,P*4/11,2~ W’ 
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holds for all u E Cm@‘, E+l), where u,(D) denotes the symbol of Di in the 
normal direction. Since q(Df) = Use near the origin, we are replacing (8)’ 
with a stronger estimate. 
Under the special assumptions just made there is a Neumann operator 
N:L,(SJ, Ei+l) --t ~aV(sZ, Ei+l) such that I - (Di Di* + Di+l* Difl)N is a 
projection H onto a finite dimensional subspace of Cm(Q, P+l). Thus, if 
u EL,(Q, Ei+l) and Di+k EL, , we can write 
u = Di Di*Nu f Da+lr DiflNu + Hu, 
and in order to verify (G) it suffices to show that v = Di*Nu and h = 
Di+l* Di+lNu + Hu are in Hr. Here it is important to know that the 
Neumann operator N maps into the domain of the Laplacean 
Di Di* f Dzfl* Di+l, 
where Di and Difl are understood as maximal operators and the adjoints, 
sums, etc., are taken in the operator sense; in other words, the boundary 
conditions 
,(Dd)* Nu = 0, 
q(Di+l)* DPflNu = 0, 
hold on the boundary of Q. If the distinction between the spaces %$ and Z&&J 
is ignored, then integration by parts yields, roughly, 
11 Di*Nu 11; + 11 D”+‘Nu 11,” = ((DiDi* + Di+‘*Di+‘) Nu, u), 
= (u, Nu), , 
and it follows that 
II @*NzJ II: + II Di+‘Nu II; < II u II II Nu llzr G c II u II’. 
From this estimate one can show that v = Di’Nu and Di+lNu are both in XT . 
As for k = Di+l* Di+lNu, the second boundary condition above insures that 
DiflNu is in the domain of Di+l*, and hence, that k = D2f1+ Di+lNu is in 
im Di+l* C ker Di*. The estimate (8)” now yields (1 k 11,. < c{II Di+lk // + II k iI>. 
Using the boundary conditions satisfied by Nu, one can show that k is the 
orthogonal projection of u onto (ker Di+l)‘-, and hence, Di+lk = D”+lu and 
11 k 11 < I] u /I. We have thus derived the estimate 11 k llr < c{lj Di+L II + /I u II}, 
which can be used to show that k is in XT when u and Di+L are in L, . Thus 
(G) has been verified. 
The preceeding arguments are a model for the proof of (G) in the general 
case, where only (A), (B), (C), and (8)’ are assumed. The first step, in the 
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general case, is to globalize (8)‘. This means that we choose an operator 
J: Ei+l -+ F of the form b,(x, D’) D, + b,(x, D') such that 
II u IL < 411 Di*u II + II Di+lu II + II Ju II + ?I a,“@, D’)*u IL,,) 
holds for all u E Cm(Q, Ei+l). The operator J should be of low order near 
(0, &‘), so as not to interfere with (G), and it is convenient if each of Df, 
Di+l, and J is a differential operator outside of some neighborhood of the 
origin. This is arranged in Section 7 (cf. Corollary to Proposition 6). 
There is a technical problem, which we ignored in the model argument, 
in obtaining estimates in the normal direction along the boundary. Usually, 
one first estimates a tangential norm, like I\ u I\(,,J , and to majorize I/ u &. one 
uses an estimate like 
II u IIT < 41 D’*u II + II D”+‘u II+ II u ho.d, 
obtained by solving for D,u in terms of D%, Di+lu, and lower order terms. 
It is not enough here to solve for D,u modulo tangential smoothing operators, 
and consequently we require that the sequence {E; a,“(~, D')) be exact and 
not just elliptic. This is arranged in Lemmas 1 and 2, and the desired estimates 
for comparing tangential and full Sobolev norms are given in Proposition 5. 
The rest of Section 7 is devoted to a technical problem which occurs only 
whenm > 1. 
Having globalized (S)‘, we now can invert Di Di* + Di+l* Di+l + J*J 
with the boundary condition ali(x, D')* u = 0 on x, = 0, and any u EL, 
can be written 
u = DiD@Nu + Di+l* D’+lNu + ]* Ju. 
To prove (G) we must now show that if u E &&) and Di+L EL, , then 
v = D"*Nu E &&+a) and h = Di+l* Di+lNu + J*]Nu E 3Eg,,,-,) near 
(0, 4,‘). This is done, as in the model, by proving a priori estimates (43) and 
(44); the arguments here are more involved than in the model because 
Di+l Di and J D' are no longer 0, but only have lower order near (0, 5,‘). 
Actually, the estimate I( v 11(2,7-2) < c 11 u ll(l,-1) is only slightly harder to obtain 
(Proposition 8), and in the estimate for h the only real difficulty is with the 
boundary term sll A&(x, 0') Di+l* DiflNu &,s . Here we derive the estimate 
(Proposition 9) 
?I Ad++, D’)*D’+‘Nu llws B c II u lla,-I, , 
which is the analog of the free boundary condition in the model argument, 
and the required estimate is obtained in Proposition 10. 
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7. THE NECESSITY OF (G): PRELIMINARIES 
This is the first of three sections devoted to the proof of the necessity of(G). 
We consider a sequence of operators Di: Cm(fT+n, Ei) + C~(i?+~, Ei+l) 
which satisfy the assumptions (A), (B), and (C), given in Section 4, with the 
conic neighborhood w* of (0, 5,‘). In particular, then, each Di has the form 
Di = F0 aji(x, D’) D,J, (27) 
where each aji(x, D’) has tangential order m - j. We assume there is a 
tangential pseudodifferential operator 4(x, D’) of order 0, which has order - 1 
on W* , such that the estimate 
holds for all smooth u with compact support in R+%; our goal is to prove (G). 
To prove (G) we shall solve a boundary value problem corresponding to 
(8); first, however, we must modify Di, Q(X, D’), etc., to get the proper 
behavior away from (0, &,‘). For 0 \< j < m, we replace each aji(x, 0’) by 
the operator C(x) aji(x, D’) $(D’) 4(x), where $(x) #([‘) is 1 on a conic neigh- 
borhood of (0, .&‘). We make the support of C(x) $J((‘) so small that each 
Di+l Di is a?(~, D’) a,%(~, 0’) 0:“’ pl us an operator of order 2m - 1 on 
&“; in view of(B) this can be done. To fix notation we shall a.rsume that the 
conic neighborhood w* mentioned above is contained in ((x, .$1+(x) 4(f) = I}, 
and we fix a neighborhood U, containing supp 4. 
To treat the operators ami(x, D’) we shall use the following construction. 
LEMMA 1. Let r(x, D) be a pseudodiff erential operator of order 0 defined 
near x0 , let U be a neighborhood of x0 , let .$ E Rn have 1 & 1 = 1, and let 
E > 0. Then there exists a pseudodifferential operator q(x, D) of order 0 such 
that: 
(1) both Y(X, D) and q(x, D) h ave the same total symbol on a conic neighbor- 
hood of (xc, , &A 
(2) the L, operator norm of q(x, D) - r(xO , &) is less than E (L, operator 
nmm of+, , CJ); 
(3) the distribution kernel of q(x, D) - Y(X~ , &,) has support in U x U. 
Proof. It is enough to consider the case where T(X, 4) is positively homo- 
geneous for I 5 I 3 1. In fact, we can always write T(X, D) = r,(x, D) + N, 
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where rO(x, E) has this homogeneity property and N has order -1. Let 
4 E C,(P) be 1 in a neighborhood of 0, let x E C?(R) be 0 in the interval 
[ - 4, &] and 1 outside a slightly larger set, and let K be a positive integer. Then 
M = $(kx - kx,) Nx(l D j/k) $(kx - kx,) 
has the same symbol as N near x,, , and by choosing k sufficiently large, the 
L, norm of M can be made arbitrarily small and the support of the kernel of M 
can be made to lie in U x U. Hence, if 4(x, D) approximates r,,(x, D) in the 
required way, then 4(x, D) + M approximates r(x, D) in the required way. 
So it is enough to treat the homogeneous case. 
Now let $ and x be as above, and considerp(x, 5) = r(X, E), where 
X = x,, ++(kx - kx,)(x - x0) 
s = (&A 5, I) + #WI 5 I) - C&k/I Eo INW E I) - (&/I f I)) x(1 5 0. 
Then p(x, 5) is a symbol of order 0 which equals r(x, 5) near (x0 , &,), and if k 
is sufficiently large, then 1 p(x, [) - r(x,, , &,)I < E for all (x, 6). By [14, 
Theorem 61 we can choose a pseudodifferential operator N of order -1 such 
that the L, norm of p(x, D) - r(x,, , 6) + N is less than c/2. As above, we 
can construct an operator M, having the same symbol as Non a neighborhood 
of x0 , such that the L, norm of M is less than e/2. We may now take q(x, D) 
equal to 
4x,, to) + +(kx - kx,)[ P(X, Q - +,, , 6,) + N - Ml +(kx - h,), 
where k is large, and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2. For each i > 0 let EC be a product bundle over Rn, and consider 
a sequence of O-order pseudodifferential operators ai(x, D): E” -+ Ei+l such that 
each a”+l(x, D) ai(x, D) has order -2 in a conic neighborhood of (x0 , 5,) and 
such that the principal symbols ad(x, 0 form an exact sequence for (x, S) in a 
conic neighborhood of (x0 , &). Then there exist invertible elliptic O-order pseudo- 
differential operators Ri: Ei --f Ei, i > 0, and constant matrices Ci, i > 0, 
such that for each i the operator R i+lai(x, D)(Ri)-l - Ci has order -2 on a 
conic neighborhood of (x,, , 6,). M oreover, the R can be chosen to be constant 
matrices outside any prescribe neighborhood of x,, . 
Proof. Using the exactness of the symbol sequence and the standard row 
and column reduction processes, one can find successively, invertible matrix 
functions r,i(x, Q, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., defined on a conic neighborhood of (x0 , &,), 
such that each of rt+‘(x, .$) a,i(x, 6) Y~(x, 5)-r is constant. By Lemma 1 we 
can now choose operators Ri such that Ri has symbol roi on a conic neighbor- 
hood of (x,, , &,) and such that the L, norm of Ri - rd(xO , &) is very small. 
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The last condition implies that R is an invertible elliptic pseudodifferential 
operator, and we now have that P+lai(x, D)(P)-i has constant principal 
symbol, call it Ci, on a conic neighborhood of (x,, , &,). 
To simplify notation we now assume, as we may, that each of the principal 
symbols a,{(~, 5) is constant on a conic neighborhood of (x0 , 4s); we denote 
this constant by Ci. We now look for symbols yli of order 1 such that Ri 
can be taken with total symbol I + yli. Note that (R*)-l would then have 
symbol I - rii and that Ri+V(x, D)(R”)-1 - Ci would have symbol 
ri3-1Ci - Cir,i + ut + (order -2) (28) 
on a conic neighborhood of (x0 , 5,). 
We now claim that there exist symbols rle, 0 < i, satisfying (28). When 
i = 0, we take rlo = 0, and the existence of yll satisfying (28) follows from 
the injectivity of Co. Assume that we have already found Y:-’ and rli so that 
(28) holds when i is replaced by i - 1. Then in order to find ~4” satisfying 
(28) we must show that 0 = (Cir ii - ali) Ci-l. Using (28) with i replaced 
by i - 1, we compute the latter to be Ci(Cz-i~~-’ - a;-‘) - u,X’~-i = 
-Ciu:--l _ ulzCi-l 2 which is 0 because ui(x, D) &i(x, D has order -2 
near (x0, co). Thus, an appropriate Y:” exists, and by induction we obtain 
a sequence rii, i > 0, satifying (28). By Lemma 1 we now choose, for each i, 
an invertible elliptic pseudodifferential operator that has symbol I + rli 
on a conic neighborhood of (x,, , to), and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
We now apply Lemma 2 to the sequence of operators u,~(x, D’). We 
obtain invertible tangential pseudodifferential operators Ri of order 0 and 
constant matrices Ci such that Rz+%zmi(x, D’) (Ri)-l - Cz has order -2 on a 
conic neighborhood of (x0, to’), and such that each Ri is a constant matrix 
outside U, . We now replace each a,*(~, D’) by the operator (Ri+l)-1 CiRy 
then the hypotheses (A), (B), and (C) continue to hold, the estimate (8) 
continues to hold, possibly with a different q, and it is easy to see that the 
validity of (G) is unaffected by the replacement. Now, however, each Di 
is a differential operator with constant coefficients outside U, , and the 
operators u,~(x, D’) form an exact tangentially elliptic complex of tangential 
pseudodifferential operators over all of i?+n. The latter implies that 
qni(x, D’) a,@, D’)* + ui+l(x, D’)* u’+l(x, D’) 
is an invertible tangentially elliptic operator of order 0 on R+fi, and also, that 
each of the compositions D i+l Di is globally of order 2m - 1. We shall use 
the last two facts in the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let the operator J = CL, bi(x, 0’) D,i be differential 
outside U, , and let A denote the Luplufean Di Di’ + Di+l* Di+l + J* J. 
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Let g$, and +1 be functions in Com(Rn) with $l = 1 on supp +,, = 1 on U, . 
Thenfor evq set of real numbers r, r’, s, s’, with r + s, r’ + s’, we have estimates 
of the form 
II A+ /l(r.s) < 4 41 Di*u II + II 41 Di+lu Il(r-m.s) + II 4,~ llw,s~)~> (29) 
II bou Ih-,s, G 41 dl Au II + II $1~ IIw.,,,> (30) 
II do Di*u 1Itr.s) + II Co Di+‘u 1kr.s) G {II $1 Au Il+m.s) 
+ II Au Il(r+m,s-1) + II(51 D”*u Ilw,s,) + II $1 Di+‘u Il(r,.s+ (31) 
Proof. In view of the quantification of $,, and +r it is permissible, a finite 
number of times in the course of the proof, to replace +I by a similar function 
with slightly larger support. Also it will suffice to consider the case r’ = r - 1 
and s’ = s + 1; the general case then follows by substituting the inequality 
into itself a finite number of times, using 4’s with slightly larger support in 
each substitution. 
To begin the proof of (29) we note that the coefficient of D2” in 
Di Di* + Di+l* Dt+l 
is a,i(x, D’) a,i(x, D’)* + az’(x, D’)* a:,“(%, D’), and we recall that this is 
an invertible operator. A standard argument now yields the estimate 
II h,u 1kr.s) -=I ND’ Di* + Di+l* D’+l)(~g~)lI~-2nl,s) + II dou Ilv.d, (32) 
from which we can derive 
II $0~ ll(,.,s, < {II Di*(h,~)Ikwn,s) + II Di+l(do~hm.s, + II Au llw.s+ 
Since D”’ is a differential operator outside U, , the commutator with &, is 
easy to handle, and we obtain IIDt*(~,p)II(,.-m.s) ~II~1Di*41~~-m,s~ +ll &&=-I.~~. 
This, with a similar estimate for the D i+l term, is enough to get (30) in the 
case r’ = r - 1. Notice that by treating the commutators in the same way 
we can derive 
II A,u ll(,..s) < c{ll dP Di* + Di+l’ Di+‘) u lhwn.~, + II 41~ IIw.~d (33) 
from (32). Also, since the coefficient of D”,” in A is invertible, the same 
arguments yield (30). 
To obtain (31) we use (33) at the positions Ei-l and Ei+l to get 
for v E Cq(R+%, Ei-l) and w E Cm(R+n, E”+l), 
II $0~ Il(r.s, + II $0~ Il(,.,s) < 411 +P-l D”-l* + D”* Di) v lltr-mu) 
+ II +pll(r, 8’) + II &(Di+‘Di+‘* + Di+2*Di+2)w ILzms, + II $1~ llc,~.,~,> 
,< c{ll& D”-lib Il+n,s) + II $1 Di* Div Ikr--2m.s) + II +lv llw.,,, 
+ II 41 Di+% II+,s.s, + II 41 Difl Di+l’w IIG-2m.d + II dP llW,S~,~~ 
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where the support of dl has been increased slightly. Now by the construction 
of Lemma 2 each of the compositions D i+l Di is an operator of order 2m - 1. 
Thus we have 
where we have increased the support of +1 and used the assumption that 
r’ = Y - 1. Treating the Di+l Dz+l*w term in a similar fashion, we now 
obtain 
II dov ll~~.S, + II hJw ll(7.5) 
< c(ll~~ Di-“v Il+n,s) + II +Pv + Di+1*411cww) 
+ II $1 I?+% ll+n,s) + II $1~ Ilw.s,, + II #IW iIcr~.s+ 
The substitution v = D% and w = Diflu now yields (31). 
Our next step will be to modify the form of the term 
II &, D’) u IL + II u Iltnz.-I) 
in (8). We first prove: 
PROPOSITION 6. Consider two operators A, = 4,,(x) t,$(D’) I+,,(X) and A, = 
54w Ywv~1M us in (16), assume that &(x) &(E’) is 1 on the support of 
&(x) &o(p), and assume that supp &(x) &(c) is contained in w* . Then the 
estimate 
i/& lhm,r-1) < c II @*u II + II @+‘u II + II u lltmr-4) 1 
holds for all u with compact support in B+n. 
Proof. From the estimate (8) it is easy to derive an estimate of the form 
II fJ llh.r+s-1) 
for every real numbers. We now consider A,, and A, satisfying the hypothesis 
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of the proposition so that q(x, D’) A, and q(x, D’) A, have order -1. We 
replace u by A,u in (35) to obtain 
+ (certain terms involving commutators) . 
1 
The commutator terms, like IIIDi*, A,] u //(,,J , can be estimated, for example, 
as follows: 
and a similar argument shows that 
II q(x, D’) -4,~ Il(mm.s) < 4 4~ Il(m,s-1) + II u hm.-A)> 
I/ A, Di*u ll(,,.s) < 41 A, Di*u km) + II u llcm.--4)). 
Thus we arrive at 
II 4 Ikm,r+s-1) 
< c II A,@*u llto,s) + II 4Dif1u ll(o,s) t 
To prove (31) we shall use (37), several times with different values of s. 
We begin with s = 0, and we note that except for the term [/ A,u [l(m,-l) all 
the terms on the right of (37)s are less than the right side of (34). To estimate 
II A,u Il(tn,-l) we choose another operator A, = &(x) &(D’) d,(x) with 
+a(~) &(.$) = 1 on supp $1(~) $J,(.$), and we take (37)S with this pair of 
operators and s = --T. We obtain 
II A+ lhm.-1) G c 1 II A,Di*u II + II fW”‘u II + II 4~ lk-1-7) 
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and after substitution into (37), we obtain 
II 4 Ih.r-1) < c j/l A,D”*u II + II A,Di+‘u II + II 4~ Il(m.+r) 
We continue in this fashion, choosing a new operator A,,, and using (37)S 
with s = --IV to majorize the term /I A,-,u lI(m,--l--k,.+,.) , which occurred in 
the step before. When K is so large that --KY < -4, then (34) is obtained 
with A,,, playing the role of A, . 
We now fix two operators A,, and A,, satisfying the hypotheses of Proposi- 
tion 6, and we let w,,* denote a conic neighborhood of (0, &,‘) on which 
&(x) &(E’) = 1. We also fix a function +.+ E Com(Rn) which is 1 on U, 
and 0 outside a slightly larger set. From Proposition 6 we derive: 
COROLLARY. There exist a bundle F over &n and an operator 
J: Cm(R+y Eifl) + P(fF+y F) 
such that: 
(1) J has the form CL,, bJ(x, 0’) D,j, where bj(x, D’) has order m -j; 
(2) each bj(x, 0’) has order m -j - 4 on wO* ; 
(3) outside U, the operator J is differential; 
(4) the estimate 
II u IlcnL,~--l) < c II @*u /I + II Di% II + II Ju II 
holds for all Cw sections u with compact support in i?+%. 
Proof. To obtain (38) from (34) we need only choose J so that 
I/ u IJ(m,-l) + I](1 - A,,)u 1l111 < II Ju II. But it is easy to choose such an operator 
which also satisfies (l), (2), and (3). 
Now let I2 C i?+n be a compact manifold with boundary whose interior 
contains {x E closure (U)l x, > O}. Then the quadratic form 
Q(u, 4 = II D’*u II2 + II D’+lu II2 + II Ju /I2 
is well defined for u E Cm(L), Ei+l), and 
II u II:+,-, < cQ(% 4 
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for all u satisfying the boundary condition z:,&&!j, a,“-‘~ = 0 (j = l,..., m) 
on D n {X E Rn / x, = O}. A standard procedure (see [7, Section 41) yields 
for each u inL,(Q, Ei+r) a solution w = NU E Z~+,& Ei+l) to the problem 
(DiDi* + Di"*Dail + J*J)w = u onQ, 
p+&ka,"-~~ = 0 on x, = 0 for i<j<m, 
and in order to prove (G) we wish to know that 
(39) 
v = Di'w E Xt2m,r-2) at to,', 
h = (Di+l* Di+' + J*J)w E&&~) at too', 
whenever u E Z(,,-r) and Da+% EL, . This means that we are asking for a 
regularity theorem for (39) and the results obtained by Kohn and Nirenberg 
[15] (or, more precisely, their generalization [7] to higher order operators) 
provide most of what we need. There is, however, an additional modification 
that must be made before the arguments of [7] will carry over to this case. 
Namely, consider the operator @ : Cm(Rn-l,(Ei+l)m)-t P(RQ-~,(F)~) 
given by 
@v = $lGiikvk 1 j = l,..., ml 
/ 
for sections v = (vr ,..., v,) of (JP+l)“. Thus, if yw denotes the Cauchy data 
(w, DP,..., DF-l) of w E Cm(i?+n), then the boundary condition in (39) can 
be written as +&ryw = 0. In general, when m > 1, the operator GP will be 
overdetermined, and in the course of the treatment in [7], it is necessary to 
know that there is an operator .2P which makes the sequence 
COO@,,-1, (,i+l)nt) a”\ CQ(R”-1, (@)m) 3 C=‘(R+l, @-I)“) 
exact. Since this need not be true for the operator @ determined by Di via 
integration by parts, we must modify @. (For the case m = 1, one can skip 
to (40) at the end of this section.) 
In the matrix of operators CP = (G&) the operators Ll?j, above the main 
diagonal are all 0, the diagonal entries G$ are all u,~(x, D')*, and each U$, 
has order j - k. (For details here, see [7].) The natural norms to use here are 
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because then 6P has order 0 in the sense that 
for all u. 
LEMMA 3. There exist invertible pse-udodzyferential operators Wi = 
(a:,): C~(R”-~, (Ei+l)“) -+ Cm(Rn-l, (Ei+l)“) and Yi = (9$): Cm(Rn-l, 
(Ei)m) -+ C”(Rn-l,(E”)m) such that: 
(1) Bi and Yi have order 0 in the sense of the norms /I] . lijS ; 
(2) the operator gi @Yi is the sum of a constant matrix V and a operator 
which, in the sense of 111 . Ills , has order -2 over a conic neighborhood of (0, 5,‘); 
(3) outside of U, n R”-l both 9’” and 9 are constant matrices. 
Proof. In [7] there is constructed an operator 9F = ($,), where 
c%Y’:&  CD(Rn-l, Ei) --+ Cm(R+l, E-l), which has the same lower triangular 
form as 6P’ and satisfies 9GF = order -2 on a conic neighborhood of 
(0, &,‘). In particular the diagonal entries 9?‘b are all ai;l(x, D’)*. 
By Lemma 2 there exist O-order pseudodifferential operators Ri-l, Ri, 
and Ri+l on E2-l, Ez, and EE+l, respectively, such that on a conic neighbor- 
hood of (0, &,‘) each of Rzami(x, D’)*(RZ+l)-l and Ri-lakl(x, II’)*(l is 
a constant plus an operator of order -2. If we form matrices 9P by placing 
Ri on the main diagonal and by placing 0 elsewhere, then the main diagonals 
of .%‘%l!~(~‘Z+l)-l and .9P&F(@)-l are constant plus an operator of order -2 
on a neighborhood of (0, to’). The 9’s satisfy (1) and (3) of the lemma, and 
we have thus reduced the problem to the case where the main diagonal 
entries of 6Yi and 9P are constants A = ami(x, D’)* and B = ak’(x, D’)*. 
To complete the proof we shall perform a sequence of conjugations which 
will make all the subdiagonal entries have order -2 near (0, 5s’). The 
operators S? and Y used here will all be lower triangular with I’s on the main 
diagonal; note that such an operator is necessarily invertible and that (3) 
can be arranged by myltiplying the subdiagonal entries with an appropriate 
cut-off function. 
Let t be a positive integer and assume that GYilc = 0 whenever j - k < 
t - 1. Now fix indices j and k with j - k = t, and let the only nonzero sub- 
diagonal entries of W and Y occur in the jkth place. Then the jkth entry in 
LZ-%PY is gJKA + 6Y& + AYjlc , and this operator will have order -2 near 
(x,, , 4,‘) if its symbols 
gi,oA + @k, + A%o , 
~)iJ + @cl + A=%c, , 
vanish near (x,, , 5,‘). Now symbols 9$,, , 9&s, gjtil, and 5&l satisfying 
505/21/2-a 
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these two equations exist if and only if fl$s and G&r map the kernel of A 
into the range of A, (i.e., if and only if B&, = 0 and B&‘,, = 0 on the 
kernel of A. But these conditions are in fact met because the jk entry 
of 9&5Z?~, which is Bglc + BjkA, is known to have order -2. Therefore, 
we can find W and Y so that (W6Y~Y)j, has order -2 near (x,, , 4,‘). 
Notice that the matrix &Z?Y can be obtained from @ by subtracting a 
multiple of the Kth row from the jth row and then subtracting a multiple of 
the Kth row from the jth row and then subtracting a multiple of the jth 
column from the kth column. Thus U& is the only entry in its diagonal or 
above that is affected, and the process can be repeated to make the whole 
diagonal of G& have order -2 near (x0 , 5,‘). Thus, we may assume that 
G’izk = 0 for all j, k with j - k < t, and by induction the proof of the 
lemma is complete. 
If GF? denotes the constant matrix in Lemma 3, then we define 
@ = g-lwy-l. 
Since @ is conjugate to a constant matrix, it is easy to find an operator @ 
of order 0 such that ker @ = im I%. Also, since GP - &i has order -2 
near (0, &,‘), we obtain the estimate 
II u lI(m.r-1) d c(Q(u, 4 + Ill h@‘+ llL,A (41) 
for all u, and 
II u llm+r--l < cQ@, 4
whenever u E Cm&‘, Ei+l) satisfies the boundary condition &@yu = 0 
on x, = 0. We shall assume that the neighborhood UJ,,* , chosen before, is 
so small that QP - di has order -2 on ws+ .
With the operator di giving the boundary conditions, the arguments of [7] 
can be repeated to show that if u E Cm, then the solution w = Nu to 
Aw = EL, 
r$*$m = 0 on x, = 0 
obtained in [7] is also in Cm and satisfies the estimates 
for each s > 0. In particular, 
(42) 
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8. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
In this section we discuss two a priori estimates which will be used to 
establish (G). Namely, we shall show that if Nu is the solution to 
ANu = UEC~, 
+,@y(Nu) = 0 on x, = 0 
discussed above, then 
II 4 Di*Nu Ihzm,r-2) G c II u lkm-I) 3 (43) 
11 A(Di+l* Di+l + ]*I) Nu ll(m.r-1) < 41 21 lltm,-1) + /I Di+‘u iI>, (44 
for all u E Coa, where 4 E Corn(P) is 1 on U, and A is an operator of the form 
(16) with supp $(x) +(Q C w,,* . 
Let us first see how these estimates will establish (G). 
PROPOSITION 7. If (43) and (44) hold, then so does (G). 
Proof. To verify (G) let II E &$,+r) and D”+lu EL, on a conic neighbor- 
hood of (0, 4’). Replacing u by Au, if necessary, where A has the form (16), 
we can arrange that supp u C U , u E &&,-r) , and Di+k EL, . Now we can 
choose a sequence uj in Cm such that supp u, C U, and u, + u in Ptm,-r) . 
Then by (43) the sequence +Di*Nuj converges to an element of Xc2m,r--2) , 
and since we know that q5 Di*Nuj converges to $Di*Nu in Sm+s,-s , we con- 
. . 
elude that 4 Di’Nu IS m X&m,r--2) . Thus, v = D”*Nu is in sF(~~,~,-.~) at (0, &,‘) 
as required. 
Using (44), we can use a similar argument to show that 
Ah = A(Di+l* Dt+l + J*J) Nu 
is in S(m,r-l) at (0, 6’). The situation here is slightly more complicated, 
however, since to begin the argument we must find a sequence ui in C* 
which converges to u in the graph norm II u I/(,+r) + II Di+4 /I. If u were 
in Sm , such a sequence would clearly exist, and hence, it suffices to show that 
u can be approximated in the graph norm by elements of yi”, . To do this 
we choose x E Com(ZF1) with s x(x’) dx’ = 1, and for E > 0 we define 
x,(x’) = P+lx(x’/~) and 
u&d, x,) = j- u(x’ - y’s 4 xdr’) dy’. 
We shall use *’ to denote convolution in the tangential variables so that the 
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last equation can be written as U, = u*‘x, . Then the partial Fourier trans- 
forms satisfy 
and it is clear that each U, is in Xm and that u, -+ u in X&,+r) as e -+ 0. Also 
(Di+lu)*’ xr converges to Diflu in L, , and hence, in order to show that 
Di+lu, - D i+l~, it is enough to show that the commutator 
X,*‘(p+lu) - Di+l(X,*‘u) 
converges to 0 in L, as E --+ 0. This is a consequence of the following version 
of Friedrich’s lemma. 
LEMMA. Let a(x, 0’) have tangential order j and let u E Z~O,i-l) . Then 
y,(u) = XT’(a(x, 0’)~) - a(x, U)(Xf’u) 
tendstoOinL,as~--+O. 
Proof. The tangential Fourier transform of yE is 
jq5’9 x,) = 1 q5’ - 4% %I; 7’)($(4’) - t?h’)) G’? 4 drl’, 
where ci([’ - v’, x, ;q’) = p-’ - 2~’+*z’)a(x, v’) dx’ satisfies an estimate 
of the form 
I G(l’ - 7’9 x, ; 7 ‘)I < C.d + I t’ - 7’ I)-“(1 + I?’ w 
for each integer N. Thus 
I p&L?, %>I e c j (1 + I c? - 7’ I)Y I f(e) - t(-?‘)l 
x I NT’, 4 (1 + I 7’ W 4’ 
< CE s (1 + I 5’ - 7’ I)-” I 6’ - 7’ I I C(v’, x,)1 (1 + I 7’ la)j’*dr)‘, 
and if N is taken large enough, then we obtain 
II ra4ll G EC II u h0.d (45) 
whenever u E LP~,,J . To complete the proof of the lemma we shall show that 
II r&>ll G c II u llkk-1) WI 
holds for all u E &?O,j-l) . In fact, (46) s h ows that r<(u) is uniformly continuous 
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in u E &‘&j-1) , and since (45) implies that y,(u) -+ 0 as E --f 0 when u belongs 
to a dense subspace of Zca,j-l) , this means that ye(u) -+ 0 for all u E Z&,+1) . 
To prove (46) we note that if Dk is any tangential derivative, then 
D,Y,(u) = Pl,xc)*‘Mx, D )u) - (Q&(x, o’>(XT’u) - a(~, D’)(W:‘u) 
= (l/++%(x, 0) - @'o')(@u)) - (D,u)(x, D')(xT'u), 
where z+G = D,x and & = .?+l#(x’/~). Since D,u(x, 0') has order j, we 
have that 
II 44x, ww4ll(0,-1) ,< c II vu IlkLj-1) < c II 24 Ih.i-1) 9 (47) 
and we claim that the term 
+) = (l/#:'(~(x, 0) - @,D')(@'u)} 
satisfies 
II %(U)l!(,,-1) G c II u ll(0.3~1) * (48) 
In fact, repeating part of the computation used to get (49, we now obtain 
I +i?, x,)l < c 1 (1 + I f’ - 7’ I)-” lC$W> - $kw~ I 
x (1 + I 17’ 12)1/2(1 + I 7’ 12)(2-1)‘2 I qj, x,)1 f+‘. 
We use the estimates 
(1 + I rl’ 12P2 
< (1 -I- I ‘r 12Y2(1 + I 5 - 7 I), it&s, - $h’N/~ I d c I I’ - 7’ I! 
to get 
(1 + I 5’ I 2)-1’2 I 4,(f’, 4 
< c s (1 + 1 f’ - 7)’ I)-“+” 1 u’(T)‘, Xn) 1 (1 + 17’ /y-l)/2 d7j, 
from which (48) follows. The inequalities (47) and (48) now imply that 
II D,y,(u)lJ(,,,-,) < c II u I/(,,+i) , and since 0 ,< K < 12 - 1 was arbitrary, this 
means that (46) holds. 
We now return to the proof of the a priori estimates (43) and (44). 
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PROPOSITION 8. If 4 E Cm(Rn) is 1 on U, and 0 outside a slightly larger set 
then 
II wu 11(2m.2r-2) d c II u Ilh-1) 9 
II + Di’Nu ll(2rn.T-2) + II 9 D+lMJ Il(zm.r-2) G c II 24 Ilh-1) 
for all C”u with compact support in &“. 
Proof. As an instance of (30) we have 
II +J 11(m.w--3) < 4 41 Aw llcm>2r--3) + II w 11~2m+2,4. 
(49) 
(50) 
Taking w = Nu, we get 
II Pu ll~m,2r--3) < 4 u lkm.-1) + II Nu 112m+2r& 
and (49) now follows from this inequality and (42). 
Similarly, from (31) we obtain 
II 4 Di*Nu ll(2m,v2) + II 4 Di+lNu lk2m,r-2) 
< 4l Au l/(vw-2) + II 4,Nu lkm.r-2) + II 41 Di*Nu /1~0,2m+r-~ 
+ II $1 Di+lNu 11~,,.2m+~-2~1> < 4lld2u Iknw-2) 
+ II +2Nu II(2m,r-2) + II Di*Ku II + II D”+lKu II>> 
where K = &(x)(1 + I D’ ~2)~-1+‘/2~1(x) and the support of $2 is slightly 
larger than the support of #r . Using (24), we now obtain 
II d D*Nu Il(2m.r-2) + II 4 Di+‘Nu h2w-2) < 4ll u Il(m.-~) + II 42Nu 11~2m.r-2h 
and in view of (49), the estimate (50) now follows. 
With Proposition 8 we have established one of the required inequalities, 
namely, (43). To prove (44) we choose operators A, and A, , as in Proposi- 
tion 6, and we assume that supp &(x) &(f’) C ws* , so that A,] has order 
(m, -4). By Proposition 6 we have 
II 4P llh,7-1) 
< cIll4 Di*w II + II 4 D i+1w II + II 5% Ilh-a) + III 4 @yw Illm+l/2h 
and we make the substitution w = $2h = +2(D”+1* D”+l + J*J) Nu, where 
+2 E Cm(Rn) is 1 on U, 1 supp & . Then 
II 44 llhr-1) 
s ~(I14 Di*h II + II 4 Di+% II + II +2h lkm--4) + Ill 4@@ Illm+cl/ti > 
(51) 
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and to get (44) we shall verify that each term on the right of (51) is bounded by 
a constant times I/ Diu 11 + Ij u Il(m,-l) . 
Now the first term on the right of (51) can be majorized as follows: 
11 A,Di*h II < II A, Di* Di+l* Di+lNu II + 11 A, Die J* JNu // 
G 4 $2 Di+‘Nu Iltzm-2) + II +zNu Iltwd, 
and (49) and (50) now yield the required estimate jl A, Di*h II < c I/ u Ij(m,-l) . 
The second term on the right of (51) can be written as 
I/ A, Di+l(u - Di D+Nu)ll, 
and assumption (B) in Section 4 can now be used to obtain II,4, Diflh II < 
c{ll Di+lu 11 + II $a Di’Nu [l~~~,-~)}. The required estimate now follows from 
(50). 
To treat the third term on the right of (51) we note that by (49), 
II $zPi+l* Di+l + J*J) Nu km.--4) G c II ANu lkm--4) G c II u lkm.-1) . 
To complete the proof of (44), and hence the proof that (G) is necessary, 
we must prove the estimate 
Ill 4 @AWl/,+~,,,, < 411 Di+‘u II + II u Il(m.-1)). (52) 
The next section will be devoted to the proof of this inequality. 
9. THE BOUNDARY TERM 
Before turning to the proof of the inequality (52), we describe some ele- 
mentary properties of the norm 
Ill w Ills = Ic II vj Ly2 
defined in Section 6 for v = (vl ,..., w,) E COm(Rn-1, (I?)“). Namely, if v 
and w are two such m-tuples, and if S is the operator which sends the m-tuple 
21 = (VI )...) v,) to the m-tuple Sv = (onz, v,,-~ ,..., u,), then the L, inner 
product a(Sv, w) = Ca (v,,-~+~ , wi> satisfies 
I a<s74 w>l G Ill v Ills Ill w IIlm+1--s * (53) 
Also, iffE Cm(E+n), then the Cauchy data r(f) satisfies 
Ill rmls G Ilfll(m,s-m-(1/2,) 9 (54) 
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and, conversely, the equation y(f) = w can always be solved for f E P(a=) 
with 
llfllhs) G G III w lllm+s+(1/2) * (55) 
Finally, note that the formula (3) for integration by parts may be written as 
0% g> = < f, D”*g) + WY(~), @Y( g)>. (56) 
In proving (52) we shall use an additional property of the solution w = NU 
to the boundary value problem 
(D Da* + Di+l* Di+l + J*J)w = u, 
c$*@y(w) = 0 on the boundary 
(39) 
which was obtained in Section 6. Specifically, we shall use the fact that N was 
defined by means of a bilinear form Q(u, V) (see [7, Section 41 for details) so 
that 
P(f,w)-(f,dw) =o (57) 
for all f~ P(SZ, P+l) satisfying the boundary condition 4, ai,( f) = 0. 
Now iff satisfies suppf C U, as well as the boundary condition, then by (56) 
(D++f, D+w) - ( f, Di Di”w) 
= ‘Y&4 f >, %4Di*w)> 
= Y(@ - @) r(f), &&(Di*w)>; 
and hence, by (53), (54), and (50), 
I(Di% Di’w) - (f, Di D+w)\ 
< IN@ - @> r(f )ll/s,wtw III +* YP*~III,+w~ 
< lll(@ - @) ~(f)/llmm--r IIC* Di*w lkm,m+r--2) 
G lll(@ -@I rm5,2-m-r II u Ilh-1) * 
Now from the definition of & we know that if supp &.(x) I,$.(~) C w,,* then 
(08 - @) A, has order -2, and thus, 
IIIW - @) ~(f)ll/m--m--r G c /!I r(f>lh,-r-m + IIIU - A,) ~(fk--r-m , 
and the last two inequalities now give 
](Di*f, Di’w) - (f, Di Di*w)j 
< 4lll r(f )//1~1,2)--r-m + iiu - 4) r(f ~lll5/2-?wJll u I h-1) * 
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Finally, using (57) we obtain 
YSy( f), csl+ly(D”+lw)) 
= (‘ii-lf, Di+lw) - ( f, Di+l* Di+‘w) 
= -(D@f, D'*w) t (f, Di Di*w) - <If, Jw> -I- <f, J*lw>, 
and hence, 
I Y%(f), @+Wi+WI 
< l<Jf, 14 - <f> J*Jw>l + 4lll r(f)llL/z-r-m 
+ IIIU - A,) Y(f)lll5/2--r--m)ll u IlbL-1) * (58) 
In the case where the Di’s form a complex of differential operators and when 
J = 0, one can show that (58) amounts to a “free” boundary condition 
@+ly(Di+W) = 0. Th e next proposition shows what happens in the 
present case. 
PROPOSITION 9. If A is as in (16) with supp 4(x) I,L(P) C wa* , then the 
estimate 
//I A lZi+l(Di+Wu)/I~ 2m+1/2 \( c II u Ilh-1) (59) 
holds when supp u C U. 
Proof. Define the operator X on Cm(R+l, (Ei)“) by (XV)~ = 
(1 + 1 D’ ~2)2m-~+1~2vj for  = (wr ,..., z)m). Then s(Xv, V) = ))I 11 /jj2m+1,2, 
and to obtain (59) we would like to use (58) with some f satisfying 
y(f) = SAXA ~2?~+~y(D~+Wu). 
Unfortunately, this f does not satisfy the boundary condition, and we must 
make a somewhat different choice for J To begin the construction off we let 
#+I: P(~n-l, (Ei+l)“) -+ Cm(R”-r, (Et)“) denote the operator constructed in 
[7] which satisfies Z#+l GY+l= order -2 on ~a* . Then both@ and @+l are 
lower triangular, and the diagonal entries & and L4$T1 differ by an operator 
of order -2. We let ~?%r denote the operator obtained by replacing each 
@r by &, . Then L@ “i+l @+r still has order -2 on w,,, , but now the diagonal 
entries of @S@+r*S have the same range as the diagonal entries of @. It 
follows (see [7, Propositions 1 and 51) that di and diS@+l*S have the same 
range, and hence, there is a solution v to the equation 
&?iS&+1*Sv = ~~s.AxA~~+~(D+-w~). (60) 
Moreover, there is a solution of the form z, = 9 (right side of (60)), where 8 
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is a pseudodifferential operator of order 0 whose distribution kernel has 
support in U, x U, . Since @ also has this property, and since supp $ C U, , 
it follows that supp zi C U, . Also, we obtain an estimate 
and from the definition of X one computes that this is bounded by 
c jlj A~~+ly(Di+lNu)Ilj,,+,,, ; that is, 
Ill w l//1,2-m G c III A~~+ly(~i+1~~)Il12,+,,2 * (61) 
Also, since (1 - A,) o = (1 - A,) ~3 (right side of (60) and since we may 
assume that A(1 - A,) has order -00, we have that jlj(l - A& l)1s,2-nz <
c 111 S~(AOli+ly(Di+lNu)(II-,+,-,,, < c I)/ A~~+1y(D”+1Nu)jl/8m+r--8,8, and
by (54) and (50) we have 
111 A@+ly(Di+lNu)I/( 2m+r-3/2 G c 11 (b Di+lNu 11(2n,r-2) e c 11 u Il(m.-1) * 
Thus, we have 
lll(1 - A,) ZJ l/15/2--m < c II f.4 Ilh.-1) . (62) 
We now choosef E Cam( U,) such that 
y(f) = -S@+“Sv + SAXA@+ly(DiflNu), 
and note that f satisfies the boundary condition a%(f) = 0 so that (58) 
holds for this choice off. Before substituting f into (59), however, we must 
obtain estimates for f in terms of y( f ). S ince the same type of estimate will 
also be needed later on, we give the argument as a lemma. 
LEMMA. Let A, and A, be operators like (16) with &(x) &(f) = 1 on 
supp C&(X) #J.$‘). Then there exist constants c, such that whenever 
v E cyR”-1, (Eiflyy 
has support in U, n R”-l, then there exists f E COm(U.+ , Ei+l) satifying 
r(f) = v and 
Ilf Ilhd G cs Ill 21 lll?n+s+1/2 9
W - Aslflkm.s, G cdlll(l - A2b lllm+s+1/2 + III v lllm+s-3,237 
for each s. 
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Proof. We shall use operators A, and A,, which are like (16) and are 
such that I+~(x) #J([‘) = 1 on supp &r(x) &-,(S) for j = 3, 4, and 5. 
First choose g’ and g” in Csm( U, , E+‘) such that y( g’) = AZv, y( g”) = 
(1 - A&, and 
II g’ Il(m.s) < G Ill 4~ Illm+s+m G cs Ill ~1 Illm+s+m 3 (63) 
II d’ Il(m.s) G cs IIIU - A& lllm+s+a 9 (64) 
for each s. Next define g = A, g’ + g”, and note that y(g) = v + BA,v, 
where B has order -1. Thus we can choose K E Com( U, , Ei+l) such that 
y(K) = BA,v and 
II k Ikm,s) < cs III BAP Illm+s+m G cs Ill v lllm+s-I/S . (65) 
Now if we define f = g - k, we have r(f) = 2, and Ilf lIcm.s) d GIII v lIlm.+s+l,~ ; 
and since (1 - As) A, has order -CO, it follows that 
I(1 - AJf Iltvw) d IIU - A,)&’ + (1 - AM’ - (1 - 4&n,, 
G cs{ll g’ Ilh-2) + II g” llhs) + II k Ilhs,~ 
< c,{lll 0 lllm+s-s/z + IIIU - AJo Illm+s+m  Ill ZJ Illm*s-I/2), 
where (63), (64), and (65) are used to get the last inequality. This is not 
enough to prove the lemma because we have gained only one derivative in 
the last term instead of two. However, if we use what we have just proved, 
with A,, A,, and A, instead of A, , A,, and A,, then we can choose k 
satisfying r(k) = B&P, II k IIc~,~) < c Ill TJ lllm+s+l/~ p and 
ll(1 - A,)k Ilcm.s) G cs{lll(~ - 4) B& lllm+s+uz + III B&J Illm+s-m) 
,< c, Ill v lIln+s-3,s ; 
and this inequality, used instead of (65) in the previous argument, now 
establishes the lemma. 
We now substitute f into (58). If we evaluate the left side we find that 
a( Sy( f ), ac”+‘r(Di+‘Nu)) 
= a{c@z+l*Sv, OP+‘r(D”+‘Nu)) + a(XAG!i+ly(Di+lNu), Ac2F+i+ly(Di+lNu)) 
= II/ A~i+i+ly(Di+lNu)III,,+,,, - a(Sv, &+16Ti+i+4(Di+1N~)). 
Since A,&+l~~+l has order -2, we obtain 
1 ysv, @+w+~(D~+~N~))~ 
G j a(s(i - A,) 0, &i+l~29+ly(~~+1N~))l 
+ 1 a(Sv, A&@+‘@i+i+ly(Di+lNu))I 
G 4lllU - 4 =a ll1m-m + Ill v lllm-m)lll ~W~+‘Wlll,m-,/,, 
d c(lll(l - 4)~ llls,wn + III 7~ lllm,-,)I14 Di+lNu lkm.--2) , 
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and thus, by (61), (62), and (50), we infer that 
1 a(sw, ~i+lai+ly(Di+lNu))I < c 11 24 lfm.-l + (ok), 
where (ok) denotes c // u lJ(nz,-l) II/ A~~+ly(Di+lNu)IjJ,,+,,, . 
The left side of (58) thus becomes 
Ill A~i+l~(Di+l~u)lII~,+,,, + (ok), 
and to complete the proof of the proposition it will now suffice to prove 
right side of (58) < c // u @,,+r) + (ok). 
To begin the proof of (66), we remark that the estimates 
(66) 
III rmlll,2-?n < c Ill ~~~+ly(~“+‘~~)//I,,+,,, 3 (67) 
IlIt1 - 4) Ytf)/ll5/2-m G c II 24 Ilhn-1) 7 (68) 
can be established in the same way that (61) and (62) were proved. Thus it 
suffices to show that 
KJ., JNu)I -+ Kf, j*ma < c II u Il(?+I) + (ok). 
To do this we choose an operator A, , as in the lemma, and write Jf = 
J&f + m - 4)f- s ince JA5 has order (m, -2), we have 
l<.K ./WI d 4II 4fI/(m,-,??-,~,+ll(1 - ~5)fll~m,-2Pr‘-2rf2~1ll~~~ll~~,~~+~~-*~ f 
and by the lemma and (49) this is bounded by 
4ll Y(f)lll-m-2T+1/2 + IlIt -- 4 dfN-m--2T+5dl u lIh4 . 
From (67) and (68) we thus infer that 
a similar argument shows the same for (f, J*JNu), and the proof of the 
proposition is complete. 
With the proof of Proposition 9 completed, we can now establish the 
main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 10. If supp 4(x) $(I’) C w,,* , then 
Ill JmJp+1* ~i+lwlll,+,,, < c II f.4 llh.4 
for UE Co"(U). 
(69) 
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Proof. First note that since A(@ - @) has order -2, we have 
!I/ A(@ - @)(Di+‘* D2+1Nu)lijm+1,2 < c /II &v(D”+l* Dif1N~)lijm-3,2 
< c II 4 Di+lNu lItzm,-n) 
G c II 24 Ilh-1) > 
and hence, it will suffice to prove 
Ill A@Y(D~+~* Di+lWl/m+l,, < c II u lkm.-1) . (70) 
From the definitions of S and the norms 111 * ll/s, one can see that the con- 
verse of (53) is also true; i.e., to prove that /]I w jjlm+l--s <L, it is enough to 
show that ) a<Sw, w)l <L l/j et (/Is f or all w. Thus to prove (67) it suffices to 
prove 
I a(sv, A@iy(Di+l* Di+=WI ,< c II u lItm,-1) Ill2, lll~,~ (71) 
for all D. But by the integration-by-parts formula (56), we have 
a(Sv, A@(Di+l* D”+‘Nu)) 
= a(S(Aw), @Y(D”+~* Di+‘Nu)) 
= (Dy, Di+l* Di+lNu) _ ( f, Di* Dz+l* Di+lNu), 
where f is any section in Com( U) with r(f) = Av. The proposition is now 
reduced to proving that 
I(D$ Di+l‘ Dz+lNu)I + I( f, Di’ D’ %+l* Di+‘Wl < c II u Ih-1) III TV l/h/z. (71) 
In order to do this we shall assume that f is chosen according to the last 
lemma, where A, is such that &(x) &a((‘) = 1 on supp d(x) 4(P). Thus we 
have 
llfll(m.-%a) G c Ill v l//1/2 7 (72) 
IIU - 4fll(m+mn) \ < c{lll(l - 4 Au lIl~/~ + Ill CJ IIll,,> G c Ill Q) //11/z . (73) 
The second term on the left of (71) can now be estimated as follows. 
I( f, Di’ Dz+l* Di+lNu)[ 
< j(f, A, D”’ Di+l* Di+fNu)\ + I((1 - AS) f, Di* Di+l’ Di+‘Nu)I 
d c{ll f II II (b D’+lNu Il(zm.-2) + IIP - AJfll2 II d D’+‘Nu lItan.-2) 
G l/l tJ III112 II u IlhL-1) 3 
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where we have used (72), (73), and (50). To treat the first term on the left of 
(71) we integrate by parts to obtain 
[(Dif, Di+l* Di+lNu)I 
< I( Di+l Dif, Di+lNu) 1 + 1 a(Sy(Dif), @+ly(Di+lNu)) 1. 
Treating the term (D ~1 Dif, Di+iNu) like the term (f, D”’ D”+l* Di+lNu} 
above, we obtain 
I<D”+1 W Di+lWI G c II u Ikm.-1) III v lllm 9 
and hence, it remains to eastablish 
I a(sy(DY), @+l~(Di+lN+I < c II ZJ ll~m.-~) . 
We now use Proposition 9 and (50) to obtain 
( a(Sy(Dy), ~Pif’y(D~+~Nu))( 
< c{llU - 4) r(f )/l/,/~-r Ill ~+l~(~i+lN~)lll,+,-~/~ 
+ Ill r(f >lll,,z III ~,~~+r(Di+‘N~)lll,+,/,) 
< c Ill CJ l//m * II 21 Ilh,-1) * 
The proof of the proposition is now complete. 
10. THE NEUMANN PROBLEM AND THE BOUNDARY COMPLEX 
In this section we use the main theorem to investigate the relationship 
between subeliipticity for the Neumann problem and the subellipticity of 
the boundary complex. The work here will be local; the complex {Ei; D} 
will be defined on a ball U = (X E Rn ) ) x ) < LZ}, the Neumann estimate 
(4) will be considered on U+ = (x E U I X, > O}, and the boundary complex 
will be constructed over U, = {x E U I x, = O}. We begin with Kuranishi’s 
description of the boundary complex. 
Assume that (Et; Di> is a first-order differential complex over U, and that 
the direction dx, is never characteristic. Thus, if og’ denotes the symbol of Di 
in the direction dx, , then 
0 - EO (IO El & E202‘E3d . . . 
is always exact, and it follows that im a* is a subbundle of Ei for each i. 
We may thus define a new bundle Ebi over U as the quotient Eilim ui-l; and 
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since ai Da-1 = (Dix, _ x, Di) Di-1 = Di(xn Di-1 _ Di-lx,) = -Di ,i-1, 
it follows that Da maps sections of im ai-l to sections of im cri, and hence, 
induces an operator Dtii: Ebi --+ ,!!$+I. t is easy to see that Dbi does not involve 
differentiation in the x, direction, and hence, it is possible to restrict the 
complex {Ebi; Dbi} to U, ; this restriction is the boundary complex associated 
with {Ei; DC}. 
Although the boundary complex does not determine the original complex 
uniquely, one can give a fairly complete description of {Ei; Di} in terms of 
{Ebi; D,i}. Let Ei’ = {e E Ei 1 uie = 0}, and let Ei” be any orthogonal com- 
plement of Ei’ in Ei. Notice that the natural map Ei + Ebi restricts to an 
isomorphism p: Ei” -+ Ebi and that &l: Ei-l” + Ei’ is also an isomorphism. 
Thus 
Et-’ @ Ebi -+ Ei, 
(u’, 24”) t-+ uip-L’ + p-lu” 
is an isomorphism. Using the definition of Dbi and the fact that Di takes Ei’ 
to Ei+r’, one can compute that this isomorphism transforms Di into the 
operator 
Di@J, u”) = (DnU“ - Bi-l,/’ - D;-luf, DbiUN), (75) 
where D, = -(-1)lj2 a/a x, and Bi-l is a tangential differential operator. 
Since Di+l Di = 0, we infer that 
(D, - Bi+‘) D,i = D,i(D, - Bi). (76) 
From now on we shall identify the original complex {Ei; Di} with the iso- 
morphic complex {Et-’ @ Ebi; Di>, where (75) defines D” on Eiml @ Ebi. 
The main tool to be used in our investigations here is a decomposition 
result is similar, although not as precise, to the Guillemin-Rockland results 
mentioned earlier. Given [a E R”-l, 1 & j = 1, we shall find subbundles 
Aei, A,i, A+i of each Eai, operators 
D,j: Cm(E+n, A?’ + A i 0 * ) + Cm(a+n, A,i @ Ay), 
where * ranges through the set of symbols { -, 0, +}, and invertible O- 
order tangential pseudodifferential operators W: Cm(R+n, Ebi) -+ Cm(W+n, Ebi) 
such that: 
(i) each composition Dy D,i is a tangential pseudodifferential 
operator having order 0 on a conic neighborhood w of (0, 6’); 
(ii) Ebi = Api @ A,” @ A+i for each i; 
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(iii) (Ni @ Ni+l)-l D(Ni-l @ N”) - (D_i @ Dd @ D+i) is a tan- 
gential pseudodifferential operator having order 0 on w. Thus, after conjuga- 
tion by the operators Ni-l @ Ni, the original complex decomposes into the 
direct sum of three complexes (A”,-’ @ A,i; D,i), where * ranges through 
{ -, 0, +}; and if we form the boundary complex associated with each of 
these summands, we obtain complexes {A,i; D*b}, whose direct sum is 
equivalent to the complex {Et; (Ni+l)-1 D,iNi}. 
PROPOSITION 11. Assume that the complex (Ei; Di> is elliptic. Then there 
exist A*$, D*i, Ni, and w, as abooe, such that in addition to (i), (ii), and (iii) 
the following condition holds: If (x, 5’) E w and h E C, then (x; f, h) is never 
characteristic for {Aim1 @ Aoi; D,i}, (x; t’, h) can be characteristic for 
{A?’ @ A...$ Dbi} 
only if Im h < 0, and (x; p, X) can be characteristic for {AF1 @ A+i; D+i} 
onZyifImX > 0. 
Proof. Let bJ(x, 6’) denote the principal symbol of B”. Since {Ei; Di} 
has no real characteristics, we can choose E > 0 such that Im h > E 1 e 1 for 
all (x; .EJ’, A) in U x Rn-l x C which are characteristic. We may assume that 
none of the eigenvalues of bd(O, &,‘) 1 ie on the circle r,, = {z E @ / 1 z 1 = E>, 
and we choose two closed curves 
CC(x~6Z~Imz<O} and r+C(zE@ IImz > 0} 
such that all the eigenvalues of bd(O, 6’) lie in the union of the interiors of the 
Ps. If w is sufficiently small, then the eigenvalues of bt(x, 6’) do not cross 
the r’s as (x, 5’) varies in w, and it follows that each of the matrices 
P,Yx, 6’) = W7(--1)1’2) jr*@ - boi(x, 5’11 5’ I>)-’ dz, (77) 
is a Cm function on W. Now P*~(x, [‘) is the projection of Ebi onto the sub- 
space A*‘(x, 5’) consisting of the generalized eigenspaces corresponding 
to the eigenvalues of boi(x, f) which are inside r* , and it follows that 
A,i(x, (4’) depends on (x, r) in a Cm fashion; in other words, each Aei is a 
vector bundle over w. 
For each of the bundles Aei, Aoi, and A+i, choose a frame over w and 
combine these frames to obtain a frame for Ebi. If ni(x, t’) is the corresponding 
change-of-frame matrix, then each of the matrices ni(x, .$‘-rp*(x, E’) ni(x, 5’) 
is constant. We may assume that the frame was chosen to make ni(x, c) 
positively homogeneous of order 0 in the variable t’, and by Lemma 1 in 
Section 6 we may assume there is an invertible tangential operator N” whose 
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principal symbol is f(~, E’) on W. To simplify notation we shall assume that 
the original complex has already been conjugated by the operators Ni-l @ IV; 
this means that we may assume that each of the projections (77) is a constant 
matrix and that each A,{ is a vector bundle over U. 
The next part of the proof follows [12] quite closely. If uoz(x, 4’) denotes 
the principal of Dbi, then it follows from (76) that 
b;++l(r, (‘) a,i(x, 6’) = a()+, l’) boyx, f), 
and consequently u,,~(x, 8’) commutes with the projections pci. This means 
that if D,* is the operator 
cac(R+n, A”,-’ @ A,i) --f Cm(i;‘,n, A,< @ A”,fl), 
(u’, u”) t-+ ( pei(D,, - I?-‘) p.+$” - p*iD;-lp$-luf, p~Db2&), 
then Di and De2 @ Doi 0 D+’ have the same principal symbol. A computa- 
tion [12, Lemma 1.141 shows that each Dy’ D,i has order 0 on W, and (i), 
(ii), and (iii) have now been established. 
To prove the statement about characteristics note that (x; [‘, X) is non- 
characteristic for {AC1 @ A +i; D*%} if and only if the equations 
(A - b;;‘(x, f )) v* - a;--2(x, 5’) v’ Z II’, 
&1(x, E’) v” = II’ ) 
can be solved for v’ G Ai,-’ and v” E A:’ whenever 
(A - b&v, 4’)) u” - a;-yx, 5’) 24’ = 0, 
A simple argument shows that this can be done if and only if h - b$-‘(x, f’) 
is surjective on HF’(x, 5’) and h - ~J(x, 6’) is injective on H,i(x, tf’), where 
H,” is the ith homology group of the complex (A,i(x, c); a,i(x, 0). Thus, 
in order that (x; f’, h) be characteristic, X must be an eigenvalue for &‘(x, F) 
or b,“(x, 4’) on Ai,-’ or Asi. Since the only such eigenvalues are inside r.+ , 
it follows that (x; [‘, h) can be characteristic for {Ayl @ Aei; D-c] only if 
Im h < 0 and for {A;’ 0 A+%; D+“> only if Im h > 0. If (JC, 5’, X) is charac- 
teristic for {Aim1 @ Aoi: Doi}, then it follows that Im h < E j 5’ 1; but since 
(x; e’, X) is also characteristic for the entire complex (Eb-l @ Ebi; Di> we also 
know that Im X > E 1 .$’ I, and this contradiction shows that {A;-’ @ A,,$; D,i} 
has no characteristics. 
505/21/2-9 
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THEOREM 2. The estimate 
II 24 l/T d 4 Dz*zJ II+ II Di+lzd II + II 24 II+ 91 I+*@ 11112~ (78) 
holds at (0, &,‘) for u E Cow( U+ , Ei+l) if and only if the estimate 
‘It v l/v B c{“ll Dz,*v II+ ‘II D;++lv II + all v II> (79) 
holds at (0, e,‘) for v E Cm(Ub , A?). 
In other words, the Neumann problem is subelliptic at (0, &,) if and only if 
the “positive” summand 
t 
-+ A+i D+b i+l ---+A+ 
D'$ 
. . . Zfl 
-A+ 
+ . . . (80) 
of the boundary complex is subelliptic at (0, &,‘). For an example consider a 
PoincarC complex {Ez; ZY} over U+ based on operators PI,..., PO. The 
E’ = U, x AzV for some vector space Y, and with the appropriate basis 
X 1 ,..., X, for V we have Diw = XI, X, A Ppw and 
P1w = al(x, D’)w 
pq’lw = aq-1(x, 0’)~ 
Pqw = (D, + a+, D’))w. 
The symbol of Di at (x, t) is exterior multiplication by 
al(x, 5’) X, + ... + aq-Q, 5’) X,-, + (6, - a+, 5’)) Xq , 
and it follows that Ebi = U+ x At W, where W is the subspace of V spanned 
by Xl I..., X-1 , and (Ebi; Db2} is the PoincarC complex based on Pl,..., P’J-~. 
Also the isomorphism Ei-’ @ Ebz --f Et is given by (u’, u”) w Xc A u’ + u”, 
and one can compute that Bi = -aq(x, D’) for each i. Thus, E,,% = Af, 
A,i, or A-i according as Im @(O, &‘) is (0, = 0, or} 0. In the last two cases, 
the complex (80) is trivial, and hence (79) and (80) hold with Y = 1. 
If Im aq(O, (4’) < 0, then (80) is nontrivial, but it will be elliptic, and again 
(79) and (80) will hold with r = 1, unless ~~(0, &,‘) = ‘.* = a*-l(O, 5,‘) = 0. 
Finally, if Im aq(0, &,‘) < 0 and al(O, &,‘) = .*. = aq-l(O, 5,‘) = 0, then the 
arguments of [20] show that (79) h o Id s with r = + at (0, &‘) if and only if 
the matrix -(-l)““{ai, nk}(O, 6,‘) h as at least i + 1 positive or at least 
9 - 1 negative eigenvalues. 
The proof of Theorem 2 uses a spectral sequence argument (cf. [16]) for 
comparing the homology of a complex and its associated boundary complex. 
We shall need 
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PROPOSITION 12. Let P denote the operator P.+~(D, - Bi)p+i. Then for 
every f E %du+ I A+? and every wb E K,,,( U,, , A+i), there exists a 
unique w E ,Y?&)( Lr+ , -4+7 such that Pw = f and w 1 U, = w,, . i’tloreover, 
if f E 3yi,,+l,S) on w1 and wb E Xm+x--112 on w1 , where w1 is an open conic set, 
m > 1 is an integer, and m + s > 0, then w E CXim,s) on w1 . 
Proof. Let P, = p+“(D, - (1 + 1 D’ 12)1/2 boi(O, 5,‘)) P+~. Since the eigen- 
values of boi(O, f,,‘) on A+i all have positive imaginary part, we are dealing 
with an elliptic boundary value problem, and the results of [13, Section 
IO.31 together with the proof of Theorem 10.4.1 show that the mapping 
is an isomorphism. In view of Lemma 1 in Section 4, we may assume that the 
operators (1 + j D’ /2)-1/2 Bz and boi(O, &,‘) are close in L, norm, and hence, 
that P and P,, are close as operators from Xc,,-,) to X&-i) . It follows that 
%A(~+~, A+? -+ =%-dkn> A+? 0 %,d&s, A+% 
w t+ (Pw, w 1 R,“) (81) 
is also an isomorphism. 
Now from the fact that (81) is an isomorphism, we obtain an estimate 
II w /h-l) d 411 pw llkb1) + all w II-1121; 
and if A is an operator of the form (16), we may replace w by 
(1 + j D’ 12)(*+S)/2 Aw 
to obtain estimates 
II Aw lh,m+s-1, < clll APw Ih,m+s-1) + ‘11 Aw L-1/2 
+ II pw h-1) + a/l w II-,,,I 
when m + s > 0. Standard arguments (e.g., the method of difference 
quotients in [17, Section 91) now show that Aw is in qm,s) whenever 
Af E A&-l,s) and Aw, E Xm+s--1,2 , and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2. From Theorem 1 we know that (78) holds at (0, &,‘) 
if and only if the corresponding estimate holds at (0, [a’) for each of the three 
summands {A:’ @ ALi; D,i >. But by [9, Theorem 41 the summands with 
* = 0 and - always satisfy an estimate like (78) with Y = 1; thus the proof of 
the theorem will consist in showing that {A?’ @ A+i; Ddi} satisfies (78) if and 
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only if its boundary complex (80) satisfies (79). For convenience we recall 
that the operator D,i on A:’ 3 A+% is given by 
(v’, v”) t+ (I’d’ - D;;‘D’, D:&‘), 
where P is as in Proposition 12. 
Assume first that (79) holds at (0, &‘). Then by the theorem in [18] there 
exist conic neighborhoods w1 C ~a of (0, 6,‘) such that whenever a distribution 
section U: E g’( U,, , A+$) belongs to #-r,s on wa and also Di+‘ul E .%Z& on 
ws , then ub = D$vi + hg , where vi and hi are in Xr-i,s on wr . To prove 
(78) we shall show that if u = (u’, u”) E .&&,-r,( U+ , Aifl) and D+% ELM , 
then there exist v E &&-s) on w1 and h E %‘&,-,J on w1 such that 
u = Dni + h. In the course of the proof we may assume that ~a is small, and 
that WF(u) is also small. 
We assume that u = (u’, u”) has the properties just indicated, and we use 
Proposition 12 to obtain v” E z’&-~)( U+ , A+i) such that Pv” = u’. Then 
u - D+“(O, z”‘) = (0, -D$,v” + u”), and instead of working with u it will be 
enough to obtain the required kind of representation for (0, D$Y’ - u”). 
In other words, we may and do assume that u’ = 0. The assumption that 
Dyu EL, now implies that Pu” G L, and D$,%” EL, . 
Since u” E G+?& , we know that ui = u” / U1, is in ..%?,,a ; also we may 
assume that WF(u”) belongs to the set where PF D - DpblP has order 0, 
and it follows that P D~blu” EG??&) , and hence, Di,‘du” E %&,-i) and 
Di;+u;: E Xliz . Therefore, there exist sections vl and hi over U, which are 
in Zr-ii2 on wr such that ~1 = D$,v~ f hl . We may assume that 
4 E %-1124 Ub , “4+9, since otherwise this can be arranged by replacing 
z$ by ,4vg , where A is a suitable operator of the form (16). By Proposition 12 
we may choose v” 6 %~a,,-~,( U+ , A,“) such that Pv” = 0 and v” j U, = vg . 
We now set v = (0, v”) and claim that h = u - D+% belongs to %‘u-i) 
on w1 . In fact, h = (0, U” - D$v”), and the problem reduces to showing 
that U” - D$,v” E &&-r) on wi . But (u” - D,W’)l U, = h: E %r-112 
on w1 and P(u” - D$,v) = Pu” - (P D,,l - D,lP) v” eL2 C Y&,r-l) on 
wr ; and the desired conclusion follows from Proposition 12. 
Now assume that (78) holds. Theorem 1 provides us with conic neighbor- 
hoods w1 C ~a of (0, to’), and we shall prove (79) by showing that whenever 
ui E X,,,J U, , A”,fl) and Db+‘ui E K,,, , then u; = D&i + hz , where 
v: and hi are in %,-1,2 on wr . To do this we first use Proposition 12 to get 
u” E X(,,-,,( U, , Ay) such that Pu” = 0 andj” ( Ub = ui . We may assume 
that WF (u:), and hence, WF (u”), are contained in the set where 
D\+d-P - PDF has order 0, and it follows that 
P D$i’ = -(D;;‘P - PDF) un EL, . 
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Since (Dru”)j lJ, = D,, ‘+I US E X,,,( U, , LI~+~), this means that 
D;+‘u” E ql,-lj CL, ; 
and it follows that D$+‘(O, u”) = (0, 02 u ’ ) EL, . Since (78) holds this means 
that for some TJ = (zl’, u”) E .%&T-z, on w1 and some h = (h’, h”) E 3Efl,,-I) on 
co1 we have u = (u’, u”) = D% + h = (I%” - D$,b’ + h’, D~,v” + h”). 
We may assume (cf. Proposition 2) that w E &‘&r-1) and h E X&,-1~ so that 
vi = V” / U, and h,” = h” / U, are defined. We now have ui = D$,v’,’ + hl , 
where C$ and hi are in z.._,,, on w1 , and it follows that (79) holds. 
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